Composition -
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Composition is placing interesting objects and
shapes in interesting places on the paper. There
are many rules, formulas and suggestions for
doing this that give generally pleasing results.
These rules can be stretched or broken to suit
the goals of the artist but they are a good place
to begin when designing a picture.
Format – Choosing an appropriate format is the
first thing to consider when planning a sketch.
Will it be vertical (portrait), horizontal
(landscape) or something else? Portrait and
landscape formats are most common but
others are possible and should be
considered. Some believe the square is
difficult to use but it works well for many
subjects. Ovals make nice vignettes and
also help focus the eye on the point of
interest. Formats can be fun and
unconventional using any shape that
seems right.

divisions work better than others
and this is usually because of the
balance the arrangement gives to
the composition.
Shape –Shapes do not have to be
complex to be interesting but it
often helps a composition to
combine or place simple shapes
together to increase interest. Quiet
shapes are often placed near more
active shapes to increase interest
by contrast.

Dividing up the picture space is a good
place to begin. When we sketch we often
do this mentally or roughly place our
subject on the page. Some spatial

Quiet shapes are often placed near more active shapes to increase
interest by contrast. Smooth horizontal shapes are more restful than
angular or vertical shapes.
Smooth horizontal shapes are more restful than angular or vertical
shapes.
One shape should dominate with other shapes providing support.
Vary shapes to improve interest.
Locations for the center of interest –
Place picture focal points near the
intersections of a page that has been
divided horizontally and vertically into
1/3rds. There are many exceptions to
this rule.
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Rule of 3’s - Groups of
3 similar objects of
different sizes, large,
medium and small, almost always make a good
composition. Odd numbered groupings seem often better
than even numbers.
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Shape repetition – Repeating shapes can help unify a
picture. Too many shapes can be confusing, although that
can be used to advantage in many paintings. A stronger
composition can also result from reducing the total
number of shapes. 5-10 shapes or even fewer are all that
is usually needed.

Rule of 3’s
Balance - Balance shapes in the pictorial space.
Do not pile several objects on one side of the page.
A large dark object needs balanced with other smaller objects.

A large light object can be balanced with a small dark object placed at a
distance from it.
Don’t worry! It is something that you just feel. People seem to know if
they have it wrong.
Symmetrical balance implies stasis or immovability. It freezes action and
movement preventing the eye from moving around the picture.

Symmetrical composition

interest of their pictures.

Contrast - Sharp contrast attracts the eye. Low contrast areas are
less noticed and recede to the background of the mind. The focal
point of a sketch should have the sharpest contrast and most
detail found in the picture. A mistake many beginning artists make
is not applying enough
contrast in the area of
Value balance –
Values need balanced
much like shape must be.
High contrast
Low contrast
Generally, avoid
symmetry, in value or shape. Use well placed darks to liven up your
sketch even if you have to make them up. Windows are convenient
components of many sketches and can be darkened to improve
tonal balance in the picture. Shadows or dark foliage also can be
deepened or added to the
composition.
Line – Line and line weight can
be important compositional
elements in a sketch. Line
weight is the thickness,
heaviness or darkness of a line.
Its variations are useful to
show shadow, dimensionality
and sunlight. It can also bring

an object to the foreground or be used to separate tonal values.
Simplification – Almost any sketch is enhanced by simplification of detail and of compositional
elements. Always squint and find the large important shapes. Reduce or eliminate the rest. The
same method should be considered for reducing detail. Save detail for the point of interest.
Simplification taken to an extreme can result in interesting abstract works that reflect the
essence of the object
or place portrayed.

In the painting at left
Corot has eliminated
extraneous detail. On
the right, Marsden
Hartley has simplified
shapes to produce an
abstract waterfall.

Perspective – A sketch built on prominent perspective lines can make a composition with depth
and strong directional eye movement. Perspective is a useful device for creating depth and for
bringing the eye into
the picture plane or
directing the eye to a
point of interest. This
painting by Robert
Watson, shown on
right, is
compositionally so
forceful because of
the use of
perspective.The
painting is based on a
very few, large basic
shapes and has strong
contrasting tone at the
focal point.
Even a simple sketch,
as shown on the left,
Robert Watson
can use the power of

perspective to draw the eye deep into the pictorial space.

Framing – Framing can be
subtle or obvious. People
like to look out of things. It
feels safe and protected.
Arches, windows, curtains,
trees, doors, rock
outcroppings and plants are
just some of the many
framing devices that might
be used in a composition. In
the painting below, Childe
Hassam’s “Golden
Afternoon”, Trees are used
to frame the landscape.
Composition includes
several other aspects that
will be discussed in more detail. These include Depth, Unity and Mood.

